
 

The Connection by Luca Volpe - Buch

THE CONNECTION is a limited release book that includes "The Connection Act"
as performed by Luca Volpe on stages all around the world. In the books there
are also explained other Q&A routines along "The Door of Dreams" a wonderful
routine using the haunted Key, for the first time explained by Luca Volpe.

 Contents: "The Connection Act" A mind reading act where you are able to
"connect" with multiple spectators. It uses a combination of classic methods that
will make it a joy to perform. This is a professional act worth a lot more of the
asking price.

In the book you will find various links to videos and files to download.

NOTE: You can also download the files from the links in the description of the
secret video, this means that you don't need to manually copy the link in the
browser.

You will also get FULL performance rights for live shows and TV performances.

To receive your numbered pdf certificate and download links send email as
explained in the first page of the book.

Other routines included:

Sensational Q&A
Psychometry Q&A 2.0
Real Q&A
My take on "The Billet Reading Act"
Glass Ball, Pendulum and Crystals
The Door of your Dreams and much more...

Richard Webster quote:

"The Connection is full of valuable information, and The Connection Act is
superb. I'm dying to have an opportunity to perform the Real Q&A - and the
Sensational Q&A, too! The Door of Your Dreams is a beautiful way to present the
haunted key, while motivating the spectators to achieve their dreams. Thank you
very much. Keep up the great work! You're amazing!"
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- Warmest wishes, Richard Webster

Review from Millard Longman on THE CONNECTION

Here are some techniques that most of us know:

Billets and other information gathering methods
Envelopes
Billet Switches and Steals
One Ahead
One Behind
Cribs
Sensational Answers
Fake Questions
Pre-Show
Dual Reality
Forces
Predictions
Oral (Spoken) Revelations
Written Revelations
Pictorial Revelations
Musical Revelations
Crystal Balls
Pendulums
Magick Crystals
Haunted Keys
Showmanship

"Luca is an expert in all these techniques and in this book shows us how he uses
all these techniques to achieve the most important goal of a mentalist: make a
memorable connection with the audience! Luca also shows us how he uses
many of these techniques simultaneously so that we can appear to be real - even
to our fellow mentalists! Luca uses all these techniques in his shows; this is truly
his real work. What a wonderful book this is!"
- Millard Longman
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